Your New Command Assistant

The challenge of being in command is keeping an overview. Even in complex and confusing situations, you have
to concentrate on the core task, managing tactical units and making decisions. CommandX is the most advanced electronic command system there is, offering operation leaders assistance in managing their operations.
Featuring an incident log with a comprehensive reporting system, spatial organization with corresponding force
management, patient administration, and a clear presentation of the situation: With CommandX, you‘ll always
be on top of things.

Allow me to introduce my new command assistant:

Simple and intuitive operation

Fail-safe system

Clear structure

Open interface

Esri ArcGIS platform

Dynamic for all command levels
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Your New Command Assistant

Easy and intuitive operation
All modules are clearly structured and arranged.
The procedures and functions are based on applicable service regulations and are equipped with
as many truly useful functions as possible. This
makes the program easy and intuitive to use.

Fail-safe system
Even if the connection sometimes breaks off, with
CommandX, nothing is lost. All clients can continue to
work without any problems. The data is synchronized
when the connection returns. Operations, units, status and position messages – now nothing can be lost.

Clear structure
CommandX is visually free of unnecessary and confusing graphics. All relevant information can be found at a
glance. If necessary, individual modules can be moved
to other monitors. CommandX doesn‘t have any nested
menus, or any modules in the style of a confusing table.

Open interface
CommandX has interfaces for the most common control
center systems. This makes your data transfer a piece
of cake. More time for tasks that are actually important.

Esri ArcGIS platform
Esri, one of the world‘s leading providers of geoinformation systems, provides the foundation for the
map data in CommandX. Whether you need a simple
situation map, geoanalysis or dispersion calculation,
the complete integration of ArcGIS Runtime into
CommandX provides you with all the professional
position indication options.

Dynamic for all command levels
CommandX provides a dynamic organizational structure for all command levels. Incident
documentation in the command vehicle, unit
coordination and spatial organization, patient registration at mass-casualty-incident locations, processing
of area positions or a complete solution for communication, documentation and interactive position indication for complex staff positions – it‘s all there.

Modern system
CommandX was developed on the latest Microsoft .net
Framework / WPF as pure 64bit standard software, and
it is the most advanced system on the market right now.
Our development team deliberately decided not to use
the restrictive Java, or even a web-based application.

Team of professional experts
The Eurocommand team is made up of experts, all
of whom have many years of practical experience in
the field of operational command in all command levels. This knowledge flows continuously into the
further development of CommandX, and it shows.

Interactive
CommandX supports the control of the interactive
touch display systems from SMART Technologies.
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